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A. I don’t like ___________, how about you?
B. It seems to me that I could get along with everyone much easier if everyone
was more ________ me and ____________ like me, don’t you think?
C. Paul identifies himself with the ___________ by using the first person
____________.
D. The mature in Christ understand that the main goal is to do what is _______
for ___________.
E. A mature attitude mimics the example of __________ who did not seek to
please ____________.
F. The Old Testament is written for our ____________ so we can have _____.
1. The example of others who endured and remained faithful helps us
____________.
2. The OT gives us encouragement as we witness God’s ____________.
G. Paul prays that God will grant them the ability to live in ______________.
H. Paul was praying that they may possess a unity of ____________ that
transcends their ________________.
I. Accept one another means more than __________ it means to __________.
J. In 15:8-9, Paul summaries the key theological teaching of his letter—how
the fulfillment of God’s promises in the gospel brings blessings to
________ and _____________.
K. Paul supports that conclusion with a series of quotations from _______
sections of the Jewish Scriptures: _________, _________ and __________.
L. Paul concludes the section with a ______________.
M. Things we can do to avoid ___________ and bring __________:
1. Make it our goal to ___________ with one another. (15:1)
2. Make it our goal to ___________ others. (15:2-3)
a. The story of the man, boy and _____________.
3. Make it our goal to ___________ one another. (15:7)
4. Make it our goal to live in ____________ with one another (15:5)

Answer Key: A. Conflict. B. like, thought. C. strong, plural. D. best, others. E. Jesus, himself.
F. instruction, hope. F.1. persevere. F.2. faithfulness. G. harmony. H. purpose, differences.
I. tolerate, welcome. J. Jews, Gentiles. K. three, Torah, Prophets, Writings. L. Prayer. M.
conflict, unity. M.1. bear. M.2. please. M.2.a. donkey. M.3. accept. M.4. harmony.

